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A set of integral equations which describes the thermodynamic properties of one-dimen
sional Heisenberg model is obtained. From these equations one can calculate the energy, 
entropy and magnetization of the system at given temperature and magnetic field. We have 
succeeded in reproducing the known exact results in the limiting cases of zero temperature, 
infinite temperature and infinite magnetic field. 

§ l. Introduction 

The exact solution of the one-dimensional Heisenberg model was treated by 
many authors.1

)'"'
6

) Hulthen2
) calculated the ground state energy of the antifer

romagnet. The spin wave spectrum from the antiferromagnetic ground state was 
obtained by des Cloiseaux and Pearson.3

) Griffiths4
) calculated the magnetization 

curve at zero temperature. These authors treated the case where all quasi
momenta are real. But in the general case the quasi-momenta are complex 
numbers and form bound state of spin waves. This fact was already pointed out 
by Bethe.1

) Katsura5
) treated the bound state of two spin waves and calculated its 

contribution to the partition function of the Heisenberg model in the limit of strong 
magnetic :field. Ovchinikov6

) calculated the spectrum of the bound state of spin 
waves as an elementary excitation from the ground state. 

On the other hand Yang and Y ang7
) were successful in treating the thermody

namics of the one-dimensional Bose gas with repulsive delta-function interaction. 
They generalized the theory of Lie b and Liniger8

) for Bose gas at zero tem
perature. In this problem Bethe's hypothesis is applicable and fortunately all 
quasi-momenta are real. Yang and Y ang7

) derived the integral equation for 
distribution function of quasi-momenta and obtained many interesting results. 

In this paper we treat the thermodynamics of the one-dimensional Heisenberg 
model in the same way as Yang and Yang.7

) The interaction may be ferromagnetic 
or antiferromagnetic. The difficulty is how to treat the complex quasi-momenta. 
Our derivation of integral equations in §§ 2 and 3 has some ambiguous points. 
But these integral equations have been solved in some special cases and give the 
known exact results as shown in §§ 4"--'6. 

§ 2. Theory of eigenstates in a finite system 

We consider the one-dimensional Heisenberg model with the Hamiltonian 
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402 M. Takahashi 

SN+l=Sl. (2·1) 

Suppose that there are M down-spins and N -M up-spins. Following Bethe1> we 
write the eigenfunctions 'lJf as follows: 

(2. 2b) 

Here kh k2, · · ·, kM are quasi-momenta, P are permutations of 1, 2, · · ·, M, and 
¢1, is defined by 

2 cot ( ¢JT,/2) =cot (k1/2) -cot (k,j2). (2·3) 

One can easily see that the wave function (2 · 2) with the condition (2 · 3) is an 
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (2 ·1) with the energy eigenvalue 

M 

E= -JL: (1- cos k1) + !J.oH(2M -N). 
j=l 

The periodic boundary condition 

(/) (xh x2, · · ·, XM-h N + 1) = (/) (1, xh x2, · · ·, XM-1) 

Is satisfied, if we put 

j=1,2,···,M. 

(2·4) 

(2·5) 

For simplicity we introduce the parameters Ah A2, • • ·, AM, which are defined 
by 

A1==cot (k1/2). 

Using these new parameters Eqs. (2 · 2), (2 · 4) and (2 · 5) are transformed as 

and 

2J + 2!J.0H ) - N fl.oH 
A/+1 

N IIM (A·-A·) e (A1) = e :J "' , 
i=f=j 2 
L=l 

j=1,2,···,M, 

where e(x) == (x+ i) /(x-i). 

(2·6) 

(2·7) 

(2·8) 

Theorem 1. The wave function (2 · 6) vanishes if A£= A1 for i=l= j. This is directly 
proved from (2 · 6). If two A's are same, all terms are cancelled. 
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One-Dimensional Heisenberg Model at Finite Temperature 403 

Conjecture 1. Complex A always forms a bound state with several other A's. 
For a bound state of n-A's the real parts of A's are the same and the imaginary 
parts are (n -1) i, (n- 3) i, · · · - (n- 3) i and - (n -1) i within the accuracy of 
0 (exp ( -iJN)), iJ>O. 

This conjecture is the most fundamental assumption of this paper. We are 
not able to prove this exactly. But the assumptions of this kind have been used 
by many authors.1

)'
5
),a) So we develop our theory assuming this conjecture to be 

valid. 
Consider the case where Mn bound states of n-A's exist. We designate A's 

as 

A n,j 
a ' a=1, 2, ···, Mn, 

where the suffix n means that this belongs to the bound state of n-A's, the suffix 
j specified the imaginary part of A. Now we designate the real part of Aan,f by 
Aa n. From the conjecture 1 we have 

Aan'1=Aan+i(n+1-2j) +O(exp( -iJN)), 

From Eq. (2 · 8) we have 

}=1, 2, ... , n, iJ>O. 

eN (A a n,f) = II e a - /3 e a - /3 II e a - a ' (A 
n,j A m) (A n,j A m) ( A n,j A n,j' ) 

(m,P)+(n,a) . m -1 m + 1 i'+i 2 . 

j=1,2, .. ·n. (2·9) 

Taking a product of these n-equations we have 

n 

eN (Aa n /n) =II eN (Aan,f) = 11 Enm (Aan- A/3m)' 
f=l (m, P)+(n, a) 

(2·10) 

where 

e( ln~ml )e2

( ln-~1 +2)e2

( ln-~1 +4) ... e2
(m+:-2)e(m:n) 

for n=l=m, 

e2 ( x ) e2 ( x ) ... e2 ( x ) e (__£_) 
\2 4 2n-2 2n 

for n=m. 

The logarithm of these equations gives 

N()(Aan/n) =2nlan+ :E @nm(Aan-AfJm), 
(m, P)+(n, a) 

(2·11) 

where 
(} (x) = 2 tan- 1 (x) 

and 

{ 

()(x/ln-ml)+2()(x/(ln-ml +2))+ ... +2()(x/(n+m-2))+()(x/(n+m)) 

@nm(x) = for n=/=m, 

2() (x/2) + 2() (x/ 4) + .. · + 2() (x/ (2n- 2)) + () (x/2n) for n = m . 
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404 M. Takahashi 

Ian is an integer (half odd integer) if N -Mn is odd (even) and should satisfy 

where 

co 

!Ian!<t(N-~ tnmMm-1), 
m=l 

t =12Min(n,m) 
nm 2n-1 

for n=/=m, 

for n=m. 

(2·12a) 

(2·12b) 

All of the eigenstates can be specified by a set of half integers Ian· For 

example the antiferromagnetic ground state is characterized by M 1 = M, 0 = M 2 

=Ms=···,· 

1 M-1 M-3 I=--
a 2 ' 2 

The ferromagnetic ground state is 

O=M1=M2=···. 

M-1 
2 

We prove in Appendix A that the number of the sets {Ian} which satisfy 

(2 ·12a) is (lj) - (lj _1). Then one can easily see that Eq. (2 ·11) has at least 

one solution for a given set of Ian· So we have at least (lj) - (lj _1) solutions 

for fixed S=S~=t(N -2M). Wave functions for Sz=S-1, S-2, ···, -S+ 1, 

- S are obtained by operation of the spin descending operator to the wave func-

tion (2·2a). So we have at least (lj) eigenstate~ for fixed Sz(!Szl =t(N-2M)). 

On the other hand we know that Hilbert space for the Sz = ± t (N- 2M) is ex

panded by the set of (lj} states 

or 

Therefore if we assume the conjecture 1 to be valid, the solution of (2 ·11) should 

be unique and the set of all eigenfunctions constructed in the above-mentioned 

way should be a complete set. 

§ 3. Integral equations in the limit N ~ oo 

From theorem 1 one can easily see that Ian=!=Ifln for a=/={3. This means that 

Mn half integers satisfiyng (2 ·12a) are taken as Ian and the others are omitted. 

We write these omitted half integers as Jfln and define the corresponding An values 

by 
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One-Dimensional Heisenberg Model at Finite Temperature 405 

where 

We call these An values which correspond to omitted integers as "holes of An". 

Let us consider the limit N~oo. We put the distribution functions of An as 

Pn(A) and these of holes of An as Pnh(A). Equations (2·11) are rewritten as 

o(~) =hn(k) + ~ s_:enm(k-k')Pm(k')dk', 

dhd~k) =2n(Pn(k) +Pnh(k)), n = 1, 2, ... , 

where variable An's are replaced by k, which shonld not be confused with quasi

momenta k/s. By the differentiation we have 

co 
Pnh(k) + L: AnmPm(k), n=1, 2, ... , (3·1) 

m=l 

where Anm is an operator defined by 

Anm.==[ln-ml] +2[ln-ml +2] +2[ln-ml +4] + ··· +2[n+m-2] + [n+m], 
(3·2) 

and [ n] is an operator defined by 

[n]f(k) ==__!_ Jco n f(k')dk', 
n -con2+ (k-k') 2 

[O]f(k) f(k), 

where f is an arbitrary function of k. The energy per site IS 

E/N=~1 s Un(k)Pn(k)dk-fl.oH, (3 ·3a) 

where 

Un (k) =- 2nJ + 2nfJ,oH. 
P+n2 

(3. 3b) 

For simplicity we put that ~ · ··dk means ~~co .. ·dk. The magnetization to the z-

direction is 

(3·4) 

Now we consider the entropy of the state when the distribution function Pn (k) 

and Pn h(k) are given. In a small interval from k to k + dk there are Pn (k)Ndk 

particles and Pnh(k)Ndk holes. Here we put dk~1/N. So the entropy for this 

small interval is 
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406 M. Takahashi 

ln { (Pn + Pn h) Ndk}! { ( h) 1 ( h) 1 h 1 h} 11. Tdk Pn + Pn n Pn + Pn - Pn n Pn - Pn n Pn .L v • • 
(pnNdk)!(pnhJVdk)! 

Therefore the total entropy per site of this state is given by 

SjN=f;:
1 

s{(Pn(k) +Pnh(k))ln(pn(k) +Pnh(k)) 

-Pn(k)ln Pn(k) -Pnh(k)ln Pnh(k)}dk. (3·5) 

The free energy F = E- T S should be minimized in the thermodynamically equili
brium state. So we have 

0=°F =t fun(k)opn(k)dk-Tffopnln(l+ Pnn)+opnhln(l+ Pnn)dk. 
N n=l n=l Pn Pn 

(3·6) 
From Eq. (3 ·1) we have 

00 

DPnh=-~ AnmDPm. 
m=l 

Substituting these into (3 · 6) one obtains 

0 = 0: =T ~ S { g~k) -ln(l + 1/n (k)) + m~ Anm ln(l +r;m-1(k)) }opn(k)dk, 

where we put 1Jn(k)-==Pnh(k)/Pn(k). Thus we have 

ln (1 + 1/n (k)) = g~k) + ~1 Anm ln (1 + 1/m -l (k)). (3·7) 

Equation (3 ·1) is rewritten as 

1 n oo 

- k2 2 
- 1/n (k) Pn (k) + ~ AnmPm (k), 

TC + n m=l 
n = 1, 2, ··· . (3·8) 

Equation (3 · 7) is transformed as 

ln(l+r;t(k)) =g1 (k) + t Atmln(l+r;m-1(k)), (3·9a) 
T m=l 

([OJ+ [2])ln r;1(k) =---: ~ • k2 ~ 1 + [l]ln(l+r;2(k)), (3·9b) 

([OJ+ [2])ln7Jn+l(k) = [1] {ln(l+7Jn(k)) +ln(1+7Jn+2(k))}, n=1, 2, ···. 
(3·9c) 

Equation (3 · 8) is transformed as 

1 1 00 

- --=r;t(k)Pt(k) + ~ AtmPm(k), 
TC k2 + 1 m=l 

(3 ·lOa) 

(3 ·lOb) 
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One-Dimensional Heisenberg Model at Finite Temperature 407 

Here we have used 

[1J (An-1,m + An+1,m) - ([OJ + [2J) Anm = ([OJ + [2J) IJnm • 

These are coupled integral equations which have infinite unknown functions, and 
it is not easy to solve these. In the following sections we will solve these in 
some special cases and give plausible results. 

§ 4. Solution in the limit J!T~o 

We take the limit J /T ~o with the ratio H/T kept :finite. In this case it 
is evident that the 1/n (k) 's are all constant because the transformation k~k + C 

does not change the integral equation (3 · 7) or (3 · 9). Then Eq. (3 · 9) can be 
rewritten as 

co 

1 + 1/1 = z-2 IT (1 + 1/m - 1)2
, 

m=1 

1/1
2 
= 1 + 1/2 ' 

1/~+1 = (1 + 1/n) (1 + 1/n+2) , n=1, 2, ... , 

(4·1a) 

(4·1b) 

(4·1c) 

where z = exp (- p.0H/T). ( 4 ·lc) is a difference equation of second rank. The 
general solution is 

(4·2) 

where a and b should be determined by the initial conditions (4·1a) and (4·1b). 
One easily obtain a= b = z. Thus we have 

for H/T>O, (4·3a) 

1Jn= (n+1)2-1 for H/T=O. (4·3b) 

Next we solve Eq. (3 ·10). The Fourier transformation of (3 ·10c) is , 

O=f(n) {f(n-2)Pn-1Cw) +f(n+2)Pn+I(W)- (e1"' 1 +e-lwi)J(n)pn(W)}, 

where 

(4·4) 

Here we have used that 1Jn=f(n-l)f(n+1) and 7Jn+l=/2(n). Thus we obtain 
a difference equation 

(e1"' 1 + e-lwl)f(n) Pn (w) = f(n- 2)Pn-1 (w) + f(n + 2) Pn+l (w). (4 · 5) 

The general solution is 
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408 M. Takahashi 

{5. (Ol) =A (Ol) { f(n ':::~~;~(n) /(:;;~:
1

: 1) } 

+ B (w) { 
e'*"' 

f(n-l)f(n) 

e<n+2)lrol ' } 

f(n)f(n + 1) · 
(4·6) 

The initial conditions (3 ·lOa) and (3 ·lOb) are 

co 
e-lm!= f(O)f(2) P1 (ro) + (1 + e- 21 "' 1) L::; e-<n-l)lro!Pn (w), 

n=l 

-1 = f(l)f(3) P2 (w) - f 2 (1) P1 (w) (e1"' 1 + e- 1"' 1). 

Substituting (4·6) we can determine A(w) and B(w). The 
1/f(l), B(w) =0. Then we have 

result is A (w) = 

~ 1 { e-nlrol e-<n+2)lrol } 

Pn (w) = f(l) f(n -l)f(n) f(n)f(n + 1) 
(4·7a) 

or in k-representation 

(k) 1 fco irok~ ( ) d 1 { 1 
Pn = 2rc -coe Pn w w- rcf(l) f(n -l)f(n) 

1 n+2 } 
f(n)f(n+ 1) (n+2Y+P · 

(4·7b) 

Substituting this into (3 · 4) we have 

Sz/N=l_-~ _n_{ 1 1 } 
2 n=l f(l) f(n -l)f(n) f(n)f(n + 1) 

1 1 co 1 
- - " (4·8) - 2 f(l) ~1 f(n -l)f(n) 

Now we prove the identity 

co 1 :E z. 
n=t f(n -l)f(n) 

(4·9) 

Using the identities 

1 1 z2 

z z=---
z+z-1 f(l) f(O)f(l) 

and 

1 zn zn+l 

f(n -l)f(n) f(n -1) - f(n) ' 
n=2, 3, ··· 

we have 

00 1 
~~ -f-(n---1-)f_(_n )-

"" 1 zi 
z=:E - . 

n=i f(n -l)f(n) f(i -1) 
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One-Dimensional Heisenberg Model at Finite Temperature 409 

Taking the limit i~oo and using z<1 we see that the right-hand side is zero. 
Thus we have proved (4 ·9). So we have 

1 z 1 fJ.oH Sz/N =----=-tanh--. 
2 !(1) 2 T 

From (3 · 5) one has the expression of entropy, 

Sj N = ~1{ (1 + 7Jn) ln (1 + 7Jn) -r;n ln 7Jn} f Pn (k) dk 

= ~ - 1-{f(n- 1)-f(n+ 1) (lnf(n-1) +lnf(n+ 1)) 
n=l f(1) f(n) 

2(1-(nC~1) 1-(nC~1) )lnf(n)} 

=ln(z+z-1) +lim z-
1
-z-ln f(n+ 1) 

n-><:o z- 1 + z f(n + 2) 

=-
1-ln (1 + z2

) + - 1--ln (1 + z-2
). 

1+z2 1+z-2 

(4·10) 

(4·11) 

The expressions for magnetization and entropy are the same as the well-known 
properties of free spin. Moreover from (3 · 3) we have the energy per site, 

tO J { 1 1 EjN=-~-·. ·-
n=1 /(1) f(n-1)f(n) n 

--1--·-
1
-} -2fJ.oHSz/N 

f(n)f(n + 1) n + 1 

= - _;[__- fJ.oH tanh fJ.oH = J (tanh2 f!oH -1) - fJ.oH tanh fJ.oH . 
f 2 (1) T 4 T T 

(4·12) 

Here we have used 

§ 5. Expansion of free energy by z = exp (- PoH/ T) 

In this section we expand the free energy with z = exp (- fJ.oH/T) to fourth 
order. Consider the case where fJ.oH~21Ji and fJ.oH~T. From Eq. (3·7) we 
have 

IJ1-
1 =z 2 exp( ;K) (1- [2]r;1-

1 (k)) +0(z6
), 

k +l 

7J2-1=z 4 exp( 
4K) +0(z6), 

P+4 

n = 3, 4, · · ·, (5·1) 
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410 M. Takahashi 

where K = JjT. From Eq. (3 · 8) we have 

n=3, 4, .... (5·2) 

The free energy per site is 

Using (5·1) we have 

1 lco ( z
2 

( 2K ) ) sco --(F/N+!loH) = 1+- exp -
2
- P1(k)dk+ P2(k)dk+O(z6

), 
T -co 2 k + 1 -co 

and substitution of (5 · 2) yields 

2 fco 1 ( 2K ) dk 4[ fco 1 { ( K ) 1 ( 4K )} dk 
=z J_co-; exp P+1 k2 +1 +z J-co-; exp k2 +1 -2 exp ,k2 +1 k2 +1 

- 2 f-coco s:co ~2 exp (k:~ 1 + k~~ 1 ) 4 + (k
2
- k')2 . k2 ~ 1 dkdk' J + O (z

6

) • 

Put k =tan (0 /2) and k' =tan (0' /2). So we have 

- ~ (~ + /loH) = z2
eKJ0 (K) + z4 r- ! e2

Kl0 (2K) + eK1210 (K/2) 

where 

and 

This result is the same as that of Katsura.5
> 

§ 6. Solution in the limit T ~o 

We put 

Sn (k) =T ln 'YJn (k). 
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One-Dimensional Heisenberg Model at Finite Temperature 411 

From Eq. (3 · 7) one obtains 

e1(k) =- E_+2p.0H+ [2]Tln (1+exp(- e1(k))) 
e+1 T 

+([OJ+ [2J)j;[jJTln(1+exp( ei+~k))) 

and 

en(k) =2p.0H + [2JT ln(1 + exp(- en~)))+ [1]T ln ( 1 + expen-~(k)) 

+([OJ+ [2J)~[jJTln(1+exp(- ef+T(k) )), n=2, 3, ···. 

Therefore e2, e3, • • • are always positive. So in the limit T _,.0 these equations 
are 

e1 (k) =- E_+ 2p.oH- [2Jel- (k), 
k2 +1 

en (k) = 2p.0H + [1J e~-1 (k), n = 2, 3, · .. , 

where 

at en(k) >O, 

at Sn(k) <o, 
Using the relation [nJ [mJ = [n + mJ we have 

Sn(k) =2(n-1)p.0H+ [n-1Jel+(k), 

at en(k) >o' 
at en(k) <O. 

n=2, 3, .... 

(6·1) 

(6·2) 

(6·3) 

Let us consider the case where J<p.0H. In this case e1 (k) is always positive 
and the solution of (6 ·1) and (6 · 2) is 

2nJ en (k) = 2np.0H , n = 1, 2, .. · . 
k2+n2 

Then we have 

1Jn = 00' Pn=O, Sz/N=t and E/N= -P.oH. 

This solution means that all the spins are parallel to the z-direction. 
Next we consider the case J> p0H. The function 81 (k) is negative at an 

interval [B, -B] because e1(k) is a monotonically increasing function of P as 
will be shown in Appendix B. The parameter B is determined by e1 (B) = 0. 
Equations for Pn (k) are 

_!_. _1_ = Pl (k) + _!_ fB 2p1 (k') dk'' 
n k2 + 1 n -B 4 + (k- k'Y (6·4) 

Pn(k) =0; n=2, 3, .... (6·5) 
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412 M. Takahashi 

Then we have 

Sz/N=-- P1(k)dk, 1 fB 
2 -B 

(6·6) 

E/ N = s:Bh (k) P1 (k) dk- /loH. (6·7) 

The properties of these integral equations are investigated by Griffiths and by 
Yang and Yang.4

> Griffiths calculated the magnetization curve and magnetic sus
ceptibility of the one-dimensional Heisenberg antiferromagnet at zero-temperature 
and estimated magnetic susceptibility as /10

2
/ 41C2J. Yang and Yang proved Grif

fiths' conjecture. 

§ 7. Discussion 

One can calculate all of the excitation spectra from the thermodynamically 
equilibrium state as Yang and Yang7) /did in the problem of Bose system. Details 
will be given in later papers. 

The author believes that this theory can be generalized to the problem of 
anisotropic Heisenberg model. If the integral equations for anisotropic Heisenberg 
model are obtained, many physically interesting results will be found. 

We have obtained integral equations for thermodynamics of one-dimensional 
electron gas with repulsive and attractive delta-function potential by using the 
method which was used in this paper. The integral equations of ground state 
energy was already given by Gaudin9

> and Yang.10> The thermodynamics of one
dimensional Hubbard model the ground state of which was treated by Lieb and Wu11> 

is also reduced to a set of integral equations. Details will be given in subsequent 
papers. 
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Appendix A 

Here we prove the number of sets {Ian} which satisfy (2 ·12a) Is (MN) 
- ("t; _1). It is clear that the number of sets {Ian} is 

(A·1) 
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One-Dimensional Heisenberg Model at Finite Temperature 413 

from the condition (2 ·12a), where (fJ.) is binomial coefficient and defined by 

(
N)_N(N-1)(N-2)· .. (N-M+1). 
M M! 

The summation (A ·1) is rewritten as 

(A· 1) = f: (N-2M+aM) ~ (N-2M+2aM+aM-1 )··· 
aM=O aM aM-t=O aM-1 

X f: ( N- 2M+ 2 (as+ 2a4 + 3ao + .. ·) + a2 ) ( N- M +as+ 2a4 + 3a5 + · · · ) . 
az=O a2 N- 2a2 - 3as- ... 

(A·2) 

We can easily see that 

:E (N-2M+2(aa+2a4+3a5+ ···) +a2) ( N-M+as+2a4+3a5+ ···) 
az=O a2 M- 2a2 - 3aa- ... 

=the coefficient of xM-saa-4a 4 -oas-"· of the Taylor expansion of 

M 
X II {xn / (1 -X y<n-2) (1 +X yn-2)}an. 

n=3 

Using the relation 

we have easily 

M 

(A·1) =M-th order coefficient of (1+x)N-M{Il(1-u1- 1 (x))}-N+ 2M-\ (A·3) 
j=2 

where UJ (x) are functions determined by 

(uj+l -1)2 = UjUJ+2 

and 

1 u2= 2 , 
X 

_ (1-x)2(1+x) 
Us- s • 

X 

The general solution of defference equation (A· 4) 1s 

(A·4) 

(A·5) 

(A·6) 

Parameters a and b are determined from the initial conditions (A· 5) and we 
have 
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a=b= ~ (J1~3x +j1~x). (A·7) 

We can easily prove that u1-
1 (x) = O(x1). · So we have 

co 

II (1 - u1 -
1 (x)) = 1 + 0 (xM+1) 

M+1 
and therefore 

co 
(A· 3) = M-th order coefficient of (1 + x )N-M {li (1- u1 -

1 (x)) }-<N-2M+1>. (A. 8) 
!=2 

We can easily see that 

where / 1 = (ba1 - b-1a-1) /(a- a-1
). So we have 

nco (1 -1 ( ) ) (1 -1) nco ( fj-1 fj+l) (1 2) ]; 1' fn+1 c· 1. 2) ju2 (x) -u1 x = -u2 2 = -x - tm--= -x --a, 
!=2 . !:=3 fi fs n->co fn Us (x) 

and substituting (A· 5) and (A· 7) 

_ 1 +x+ J (1+x) (~ -3x) 
- 2 

Substituting this into (A· 8) we have 

(
1- -./1- _C4x/1 + x)) N-

2M+ 1 

(A· 8) = N- M + 1-th order coefficient of (1 + x)N-M 2 . . 

(A·9) 

The function of the right-hand side is expanded by binomial theorem as follows: 

Fortunately in the case r=/=N- M + 1 the coefficient of xN-M+1 is zero for the 

term (4x/(1+x)N-M-r. So one has 

(A·9) =2N+1 ~ ( -1)N-M+1+8(N -2M+ 1) ( S/2 ) 
s=o S N-M+1 

=-1_. N!(N-2M+1)! ~(- 1/(N-M)(2N-2M-2r). (A· 10) 
zN-

2
M (N-M+1)!(N-M)!r=O r N 

We can easily see 

t ( _1y(N -M) (2N -2M -2r) 
r=O r N 

= N- 2M-th order coefficient of (1 - x"')N -M (1 - x )-N -l 

=N -2M-th order coefficient of (1 +x)N-M(1-x)-M-l 

= N:EM (N ~M)! - (1 + 1)N-2M - (N ~M)! 
r=o r!(N-2M-r)!M! M!(N-2M)! 
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Substituting this into (A ·10) we have finally 

(A·l) = (A·lO) = N!(N-2M+l) ( N) ( N ) 
(N-M+l)!M! = M - M-l . 

Appendix B 

Here we prove the solution of (6 ·1), namely 81 (k), is a monotonically in
creasing function of P. By the Fourier transformation, Eq. (6 ·1) is transformed 
as follows: 

Cl (k) = - rcJ sech rck + fJ.oH + r R (k- k') Cl (k') dk'' 
2 2 Je1 (k')>O 

(B·l) 

where 

R x =- sech-dy. ( ) 1 Jco 1 rcy 
4rc -col+ (x-y)2 2 

Now we seek the solution of (B ·1) by iteration: 

s1<0> (k) =- rcJ sech rck + fJ.oH, 
2 2 

(B·2) 

81 <n> (k) = - rcJ sech rck + !J.oH + S R (k- k') 81 <n-1) (k') dk', 
2 2 s~n-l) (k')>O 

n = 1, 2, · ·· . (B·3) 
We can easily see that 

s1<0><s1<1><s1<2>< ... and 81(n)<2!J.oH. 

So the series c;1<n> converges. From Eq. (B · 3) we see that s1<n> (k) is a mono
tonically increasing function of P if 81 cn-1

) (k) is such a function. As 81 co> is a mono
tonically increasing function of P, limn_,00c1 <n> (k) = 81 (k) is also such a function. 
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Note added in proof: M. Gaudin gave integral equations for the thermodynamics of the Heisenberg
Ising model at .J>l. In the limit .d-'>1 his equations are equivalent to those which were given in 
this paper [see M. Gaudin, Phys. Rev. Letters 26 (1971), 1301]. The author derived integral equa
tions with finite unknowns for the thermodynamics of this model at I.JI<L These will be given 
in a separate paper. 
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